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38/39 Maker Arcade, GD Somani Marg, Cuffe Parade 400005.  
Call us: 22165910/11/12  

TIPS FROM THERAPEUO DENTAL 

Do you Floss? 

‣ Is that a dreaded question you 
hate hearing from us? 

‣ Flossing  is a really simple and 
effective method of removing food 
particles from between teeth. 

‣ Consider this: Fibrous food tends 
to lodge itself conveniently 
between our teeth. 

‣ Brushing may not be effective in 
removing these food particles 

‣ Cleaning out the lodged food particles 
helps preventing cavities forming in 
between teeth 

‣ These cavities are difficult to detect 
clinically and sometimes are only seen 
after a lot of damage has already taken 
place! 

‣ Flossing should be carried out once at 
night every day to maintain good level of 
oral hygiene. 

‣  There are many kinds of floss 
available such as waxed, non waxed 
threaded and dental tape. 

‣ We at Therapeuo Dental highly 
recommend the use of non waxed 
dental tape to be used as floss. 

- Follow us:         @therapeuodental  for a 
cool video tutorial on how to floss.
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DID YOU KNOW???? 

WARM WISHES TO ALL OUR PATIENTS!!

The tooth consists of 
three layers: the 

enamel, dentin and the 
pulp
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SILVER MEMBER 

Treatment worth   4000+++   
for    3000 only* 

- 1 Full mouth X-Ray 

- 2 dental Check-ups 

- 1 Scaling visit 

- 5 % reduction on select treatments

                       GOLD MEMBER 
 
Treatment worth     10000+++  
for    7000 only* 

- 1 Full mouth X-Ray 

- 2 dental Check-ups 

- 2 Scaling visits 

- 1 Digital Smile Design 

- 10% reduction on select treatments

*VALID FOR UPTO ONE YEAR FROM PURCHASE DATE

THERAPEUO Transformation of the month

ARE YOU OUR MEMBER YET??

Here’s to our happy patient        
Mr. Ompal Khosla.  

He had severe pain in his upper 
teeth while he was travelling and 
needed treatment ASAP!  

Following a couple of root canals 
and awesome looking full ceramic 
crowns he is back to normal 
function and is very comfortable. 

As per protocol we call all our 
patients after any procedure. 

Mr Ompal on answering the phone immediately  said the following, 

 “ NO PAIN, NO PAIN!!” He further made our day by saying,” Your 
treatment and services are excellent! Thank you for everything”. 

We’re glad we could be of service to such a gentleman. Thank you Mr. Khosla 
for having faith in us.
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We advise a clean up once every 6 months. However, in 
some cases this may done more often such as every three 
months or sometimes even delayed to upto once a year. 

Message us your queries:   

    

Send us you feedback, thoughts, opinions heck just 
say hello to us and we’d respond right away!!  

 
Call us :22165910/11/12     Whatsapp: 9833142225 

 
For some more amazing information like and follow us on:  

Instagram: @therapeuodental  
Facebook: Therapeuo Dental and Multispecilaity clinic  

Website: www.therapeuoclinic.com  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Last issues answer!! 

All the fillings (1,2,3,4) were 
converted to composite 
filling( tooth coloured material) 
to give an amazing functional 

THERAPEUO TRIVIA

How often should i get a clean up done?

Which is the hardest biological 
material? 

a) Bone  b) Teeth c) Nails 

Send us your answers on any of the 
modes of communication 
mentioned and get an amazing gift 
from us. 

QUESTIONS PLEASE! 

    @therapeuodental  or          9833142225 and we’re gonna reply for sure
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